
















































































back and strike-through and on fabric stiffness12 . 
The simplest and most practical way to measure uniformity is to fuse an 

interlining to a face fabric of sufficient size as to cover the whole fusing area of 
the press60 • The adhesive strength between the fabric plies is then measured on a 
number of strips cut from this piece· so that a picture can be built up of adhesive 
levels attained over the whole fusing area60 • 

The problems which can arise on flat bed presses are insufficient air from 
compressor, scissor type press not closing properly, warped metal bucks, worn 
padded bucks etc81 . On continuous presses, debris often becomes trapped 
between the belts and the rollers causing uneven pressure and roller wear can 
also result in uneven pressure. The actual pressure applied in continuous fusing 
presses by the roller system is not only a function of aii: pressure applied to the 
cylinders but also the diameter of the rollers and the shore hardness and 
thickness of the. rubber covering used81. 

4.2.4 Time 

The time cycle used for fusing depends on the type of interlining and resin 
used, the type of application, the nature of the outer fabric and the type off using 
equipment being used81, 

The recommended fusing time for most fusibles is between 7 - 12 s, 10 s 
being the most common67. High temperatures with shorter times are likely to 
have an adverse effect on fabrics and uncontrolled fast flow resin with possible 
strike-through. Slower fusing times allow temperature variations to even out67• 

Although limited temperatures are achieved, fusing l?Y steam press, 
apparently requires less time to achieve the maximum glue line temperature (2- 3 
s) and is little affected by fabric mass, thickness or thermal insulation provided
the fabric is sufficiently porous22

• However, plasticisation of some resins by the
moisture present in steam is a problem22 . . . 

The fabric density factor (mass/unit area of fabric x fabric. thickne_ss) 
was found to influence the time for maximum peel strength when fusing through 
the fabric. The greater the density factor, the longer the time required88. 

4.2.5 Cooling 

Two methods of cooling exist - parts are laid out on conveyor belt or 
frame sufficiently long to cool down or passed over a vacuum table to effect the 
cooling89. Before a fused laminate is rem�ved from the press, it must be cooled to 
a temperature below the softening point of the adhesive89. If handled too soon, 
deformation (fingerprints) can occur and remain permanently shaped into the 
laminate especially when using lightweight· fabrics11, 12,27,41,89. Some resins which 
undergo a crystallisation process may require several hours at room temperature 
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